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Koba the Dread Martin Amis 2014-09-17 A brilliant weave of personal involvement, vivid biography and political insight,
Koba the Dread is the successor to Martin Amis’s award-winning memoir, Experience. Koba the Dread captures the
appeal of one of the most powerful belief systems of the 20th century — one that spread through the world, both
captivating it and staining it red. It addresses itself to the central lacuna of 20th-century thought: the indulgence of
Communism by the intellectuals of the West. In between the personal beginnings and the personal ending, Amis gives us
perhaps the best one-hundred pages ever written about Stalin: Koba the Dread, Iosif the Terrible. The author’s father,
Kingsley Amis, though later reactionary in tendency, was a “Comintern dogsbody” (as he would come to put it) from 1941
to 1956. His second-closest, and then his closest friend (after the death of the poet Philip Larkin), was Robert Conquest,
our leading Sovietologist whose book of 1968, The Great Terror, was second only to Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag Archipelago
in undermining the USSR. The present memoir explores these connections. Stalin said that the death of one person was
tragic, the death of a million a mere “statistic.” Koba the Dread, during whose course the author absorbs a particular, a
familial death, is a rebuttal of Stalin’s aphorism.
Thomas Jefferson Christopher Hitchens 2009-10-13 In this unique biography of Thomas Jefferson, leading journalist and
social critic Christopher Hitchens offers a startlingly new and provocative interpretation of our Founding Father.
Situating Jefferson within the context of America's evolution and tracing his legacy over the past two hundred years,
Hitchens brings the character of Jefferson to life as a man of his time and also as a symbolic figure beyond it. Conflicted
by power, Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence and acted as Minister to France yet yearned for a quieter
career in the Virginia legislature. Predicting that slavery would shape the future of America's development, this professed
proponent of emancipation elided the issue in the Declaration and continued to own human property. An eloquent writer,
he was an awkward public speaker; a reluctant candidate, he left an indelible presidential legacy. Jefferson's
statesmanship enabled him to negotiate the Louisiana Purchase with France, doubling the size of the nation, and he
authorized the Lewis and Clark expedition, opening up the American frontier for exploration and settlement. Hitchens
also analyzes Jefferson's handling of the Barbary War, a lesser-known chapter of his political career, when his attempt to
end the kidnapping and bribery of Americans by the Barbary states, and the subsequent war with Tripoli, led to the
building of the U.S. navy and the fortification of America's reputation regarding national defense. In the background of
this sophisticated analysis is a large historical drama: the fledgling nation's struggle for independence, formed in the
crucible of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment, and, in its shadow, the deformation of that struggle in the excesses of
the French Revolution. This artful portrait of a formative figure and a turbulent era poses a challenge to anyone
interested in American history -- or in the ambiguities of human nature.
Blaming the Victims Edward W. Said 2001 Blaming the Victims demonstrates with cold precision how the consistent
denial of truth about the Palestinians by governments and the media in the West has led to the current impasse in Middle
East politics. Controversial, forceful and above all honest it attempts to redress a sustained crime against historical truth
in order to make a more rational political future in Palestine possible. With a new introduction by Edward Said and
Christopher Hitchens and contributions by Norman G. Finkelstein, Peretz Kidron, Noam Chomsky, G.W. Bowerstock,
Ibrahim Abu-Lughod, Rashid Khalidi, Janet L. Abu-Lughod, Muhammad Hallaj and Elia Zureik.
The Faith of Christopher Hitchens Larry Alex Taunton 2016-04-12 2016 Winner of the Gospel Coalition Book Awards
At the time of his death, Christopher Hitchens was the most notorious atheist in the world. And yet, all was not as it
seemed. “Nobody is not a divided self, of course,” he once told an interviewer, “but I think it’s rather strong in my case.”
Hitchens was a man of many contradictions: a Marxist in youth who longed for acceptance among the social elites; a
peacenik who revered the military; a champion of the Left who was nonetheless pro-life, pro-war-on-terror, and after 9/11
something of a neocon; and while he railed against God on stage, he maintained meaningful—though largely hidden from
public view—friendships with evangelical Christians like Francis Collins, Douglas Wilson, and the author Larry Alex
Taunton. In The Faith of Christopher Hitchens, Taunton offers a very personal perspective of one of our most interesting
and most misunderstood public figures. Writing with genuine compassion and without compromise, Taunton traces
Hitchens’s spiritual and intellectual development from his decision as a teenager to reject belief in God to his rise to
prominence as one of the so-called “Four Horsemen” of the New Atheism. While Hitchens was, in the minds of many
Christians, Public Enemy Number One, away from the lights and the cameras a warm friendship flourished between

Hitchens and the author; a friendship that culminated in not one, but two lengthy road trips where, after Hitchens’s
diagnosis of esophageal cancer, they studied the Bible together. The Faith of Christopher Hitchens gives us a candid
glimpse into the inner life of this intriguing, sometimes maddening, and unexpectedly vulnerable man. “If everyone in the
United States had the same qualities of loyalty and care and concern for others that Larry Taunton had, we'd be living in
a much better society than we do.” ~ Christopher Hitchens
God Is Not Great Christopher Hitchens 2008-11-19 Christopher Hitchens, described in the London Observer as “one of
the most prolific, as well as brilliant, journalists of our time” takes on his biggest subject yet–the increasingly dangerous
role of religion in the world. In the tradition of Bertrand Russell’s Why I Am Not a Christian and Sam Harris’s recent
bestseller, The End Of Faith, Christopher Hitchens makes the ultimate case against religion. With a close and erudite
reading of the major religious texts, he documents the ways in which religion is a man-made wish, a cause of dangerous
sexual repression, and a distortion of our origins in the cosmos. With eloquent clarity, Hitchens frames the argument for a
more secular life based on science and reason, in which hell is replaced by the Hubble Telescope’s awesome view of the
universe, and Moses and the burning bush give way to the beauty and symmetry of the double helix.
Letters to a Young Contrarian Christopher Hitchens 2009-04-28 "Art of Mentoring" seriesIn the book that he was born
to write, provocateur and best-selling author Christopher Hitchens inspires future generations of radicals, gadflies,
mavericks, rebels, angry young (wo)men, and dissidents. Who better to speak to that person who finds him or herself in a
contrarian position than Hitchens, who has made a career of disagreeing in profound and entertaining ways. This book
explores the entire range of "contrary positions"-from noble dissident to gratuitous pain in the butt. In an age of overly
polite debate bending over backward to reach a happy consensus within an increasingly centrist political dialogue,
Hitchens pointedly pitches himself in contrast. He bemoans the loss of the skills of dialectical thinking evident in
contemporary society. He understands the importance of disagreement-to personal integrity, to informed discussion, to
true progress-heck, to democracy itself. Epigrammatic, spunky, witty, in your face, timeless and timely, this book is
everything you would expect from a mentoring contrarian.
Corduroy Mansions Alexander McCall Smith 2010-07-13 CORDUROY MANSIONS - Book 1 In the Corduroy Mansions
series of novels, set in London’s hip Pimlico neighborhood, we meet a cast of charming eccentrics, including perhaps the
world’s most clever terrier, who make their home in a handsome, though slightly dilapidated, apartment block. Corduroy
Mansions is the affectionate nickname given to a genteel, crumbling mansion block in London’s vibrant Pimlico
neighborhood and the home turf of a captivating collection of quirky and altogether McCall-Smithian characters. There’s
the middle-aged wine merchant William, who’s trying to convince his reluctant twenty-four-year-old son, Eddie, to leave
the nest; and Marcia, the boutique caterer who has her sights set on William. There’s also the (justifiably) much-loathed
Member of Parliament Oedipus Snark; his mother, Berthea, who’s writing his biography and hating every minute of it;
and his long-suffering girlfriend, Barbara, a literary agent who would like to be his wife (but, then, she’d like to be almost
anyone’s wife). There’s the vitamin evangelist, the psychoanalyst, the art student with a puzzling boyfriend and Freddie
de la Hay, the Pimlico terrier who insists on wearing a seat belt and is almost certainly the only avowed vegetarian canine
in London. Filled with the ins and outs of neighborliness in all its unexpected variations, Corduroy Mansions showcases
the life, laughter and humanity that have become the hallmarks of Alexander McCall Smith’s work.
Christopher Hitchens and His Critics Simon Cottee 2008-06 Christopher Hitchens—political journalist, cultural critic,
public intellectual and self-described contrarian—is one of the most controversial and prolific writers of his generation.
His most recent book, God Is Not Great, was on the New York Times bestseller list in 2007 for months. Like his hero,
George Orwell, Hitchens is a tireless opponent of all forms of cruelty, ideological dogma, religious superstition and
intellectual obfuscation. Once a socialist, he now refers to himself as an unaffiliated radical. As a thinker, Hitchens is
perhaps best viewed as post-ideological, in that his intellectual sources and solidarities are strikingly various (he is an
admirer of both Leon Trotsky and Kingsley Amis) and cannot be located easily at any one point on the ideological
spectrum. Since leaving Britain for the United States in 1981, Hitchens's thinking has moved in what some see as
contradictory directions, but he remains an unapologetic and passionate defender of the Enlightenment values of
secularism, democracy, free expression, and scientific inquiry. The global turmoil of the recent past has provoked intense
dispute and division among intellectuals, academics, and other commentators. Hitchens's writing during this time,
particularly after 9/11, is an essential reference point for understanding the genesis and meaning of that turmoil—and the
challenges that accompany it. This volume brings together Hitchens's most incisive reflections on the war on terror, the
war in Iraq, and the state of the contemporary Left. It also includes a selection of critical commentaries on his work from
his former leftist comrades, a set of exchanges between Hitchens and various left-leaning interlocutors (such as Studs
Terkel, Norman Finkelstein, and Michael Kazin), and an introductory essay by the editors on the nature and significance
of Hitchens's contribution to the world of ideas and public debate. In response, Hitchens provides an original afterword,
written for this collection. Whatever readers might think about Hitchens, he remains an intellectual force to be reckoned
with. And there is no better place to encounter his current thinking than in this provocative volume.
For the Sake of Argument Christopher Hitchens 1993 'For the sake of argument, one must never let a euphemism or a
false consolation pass uncontested. The truth seldom lies, but when it does lie it lies somewhere in between.'. The global
turmoil of the last few years has severely tested every analyst and commentator. Few have written with such insight as
Christopher Hitchens about the large events - or with such discernment and with about the small tell-tale signs of a
disordered culture. For the Sake of Argument ranges from the political squalor of Washington, as a beleaguered Bush
administration seeks desperately to stave off disaster and Clinton prepares for power, to the twilight of Stalinism in

Prague; from the Jewish quarter of Damascus in the aftermath of the Gulf War to the embattled barrios of Central
America and the imperishable resistance of Saralevo, as a difficult peace is negotiated with ruthless foes. Hitchens'
unsparing account of Western realpolitik in the end shows it to rest on delusion as well as deception. The reader will find
in these pages outstanding essays on political asassination in America as well as a scathing review of the evisceration of
politics by pollsters and spin-doctors. Hitchens' knowledge of the tortuous history of revolutions in the twentieth century
helps him to explain both the New York intelligentsia's flirtation with Trotskyism and the frailty of Communist power
structures in Eastern Europe. Hitchens' pointed reassessments of Graham Greene, P.G. Wodehouse and C.L.R. James, or
his riotous celebration of drinkiny and smoking, display an engaging enthusiasm and an acerbic wit. Equally entertaining
is his unsparing rogues' gallery, which gives us unforgettable portraits of the lugubrious 'Dr'Kissinger, the
comprehensively reactionary 'Mother' Teresa, the preposterous Paul Johnson and the predictable P.J. O'Rourke.
Hitch Attacks Christopher Hitchens 2012-11-01 In this exclusive boxset, three of Hitchens' most devastating attacks are
collected for the first time. Including books on Bill Clinton, Henry Kissinger and Mother Teresa, Hitch Attacks showcases
Hitchens' verve, style and firebrand wit at the height of their potency.
The Four Horsemen Christopher Hitchens 2019-03-19 In 2007, Christopher Hitchens, Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris,
and Daniel Dennett filmed a landmark discussion about modern atheism. The video went viral. Now in print for the first
time, the transcript of their conversation is illuminated by new essays from three of the original participants and an
introduction by Stephen Fry. At the dawn of the new atheist movement, the thinkers who became known as “the four
horsemen,” the heralds of religion's unraveling—Christopher Hitchens, Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris, and Daniel
Dennett—sat down together over cocktails. What followed was a rigorous, pathbreaking, and enthralling exchange, which
has been viewed millions of times since it was first posted on YouTube. This is intellectual inquiry at its best: exhilarating,
funny, and unpredictable, sincere and probing, reminding us just how varied and colorful the threads of modern atheism
are. Here is the transcript of that conversation, in print for the first time, augmented by material from the living
participants: Dawkins, Harris, and Dennett. These new essays, introduced by Stephen Fry, mark the evolution of their
thinking and highlight particularly resonant aspects of this epic exchange. Each man contends with the most fundamental
questions of human existence while challenging the others to articulate their own stance on God and religion, cultural
criticism, spirituality, debate with people of faith, and the components of a truly ethical life. Praise for The Four
Horsemen “This bracing exchange of ideas crackles with energy. It’s fascinating to watch four first-class minds explore a
rugged intellectual terrain. . . . The text affords a different, more reflective way of processing the truly vital exchange of
ideas. . . . I commend the book to those seeking an honest reckoning with their religion—and those curious about how the
world looks from a rigorously naturalistic and atheistic point of view.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette “The full, electrifying
transcript of the one and only conversation between the quartet of luminaries dubbed the ‘four horsemen’ of the New
Atheism, which took place in Washington, D.C., in 2007. Among the vast range of ideas and questions they discuss: Is it
ever possible to win a war of ideas? Is spirituality the preserve of the religious? And, are there any truths you would
rather not know?”—The Bookseller (UK) (starred review)
How Green was My Valley Richard Llewellyn 2011 Llewellyn's tale of a young man's coming-of-age in a small Welsh
mining town--the basis for the beloved film of the same name--is "a beautiful story told in words which have Welsh music
in them . . . a book which will live in the mind and memory of its readers" ("Atlantic Monthly").
Ex Libris Michiko Kakutani 2020 "From "the most powerful book critic in the English-speaking world" (Vanity Fair)
comes 100 personal, thought-provoking essays of the life-changing books she wouldn't want you to miss--beautifully
illustrated throughout"-Experience Martin Amis 2014-09-17 Martin Amis is one of the most gifted and innovative writers of our time. With
Experience, he discloses a private life every bit as unique and fascinating as his bestselling novels. The son of the great
comic novelist Kingsley Amis, Martin Amis explores his relationship with this father and writes about the various crises of
Kingsley's life. He also examines the life and legacy of his cousin, Lucy Partington, who was abducted and murdered by
one of Britain’s most notorious serial killers. Experience also deconstructs the changing literary scene, including Amis'
portraits of Saul Bellow, Salman Rushdie, Allan Bloom, Philip Larkin, and Robert Graves, among others. Not since
Nabokov's Speak, Memory has such an implausible life been recorded by such an inimitable talent. Profound, witty, and
ruthlessly honest, Experience is a literary event.
No One Left to Lie to Christopher Hitchens 2000 Suggests that President Clinton's largest legacy may be the weakening
of the presidency and of the Democratic Party.
The Rage Against God Peter Hitchens 2011-07-21 In a fascinating account, Peter Hitchens describes his autobiographical
and spiritual journey from atheism to faith in God through the power of reasoning.
The Last Nomad Shugri Said Salh 2021-08-03 A remarkable and inspiring true story that "stuns with raw beauty" about
one woman's resilience, her courageous journey to America, and her family's lost way of life. Winner of the 2022 Gold
Nautilus Award, Multicultural & Indigenous Category Born in Somalia, a spare daughter in a large family, Shugri Said
Salh was sent at age six to live with her nomadic grandmother in the desert. The last of her family to learn this oncecommon way of life, Salh found herself chasing warthogs, climbing termite hills, herding goats, and moving constantly in
search of water and grazing lands with her nomadic family. For Salh, though the desert was a harsh place threatened by
drought, predators, and enemy clans, it also held beauty, innovation, centuries of tradition, and a way for a young Sufi
girl to learn courage and independence from a fearless group of relatives. Salh grew to love the freedom of roaming with
her animals and the powerful feeling of community found in nomadic rituals and the oral storytelling of her ancestors. As

she came of age, though, both she and her beloved Somalia were forced to confront change, violence, and instability. Salh
writes with engaging frankness and a fierce feminism of trying to break free of the patriarchal beliefs of her culture, of
her forced female genital mutilation, of the loss of her mother, and of her growing need for independence. Taken from the
desert by her strict father and then displaced along with millions of others by the Somali Civil War, Salh fled first to a
refugee camp on the Kenyan border and ultimately to North America to learn yet another way of life. Readers will fall in
love with Salh on the page as she tells her inspiring story about leaving Africa, learning English, finding love, and
embracing a new horizon for herself and her family. Honest and tender, The Last Nomad is a riveting coming-of-age story
of resilience, survival, and the shifting definitions of home.
A Hitch in Time Christopher Hitchens 2021-11
My Father's Fortune Michael Frayn 2011-02-15 For the first time, Michael Frayn, the "master of what is seriously
funny,"* turns his humor and narrative genius on his own family's story, to re-create the world that made him who he is
Whether he is deliriously funny or philosophically profound, as a novelist and a playwright Michael Frayn has concerned
himself with the ordinary life lived by erring humans, which is always more extraordinary than people think. In My
Father's Fortune, Frayn reveals the original exemplar of the extraordinary-ordinary life: his father, Tom Frayn. A clever
lad, a roofing salesman with a winning smile and a racetrack vocabulary, Tom Frayn emerged undaunted from a
childhood spent in two rooms with six other people, all of them deaf. And undaunted he stayed, through German rockets,
feckless in-laws, and his own increasing deafness; through the setback of a son as bafflingly slow-witted as the father was
quick on his feet; through the shockingly sudden tragedy that darkened his life. Tom Frayn left his son little more than
three watches and two ink-and-wash prints. But the true fortune he passed on was the great humor and spirit revealed in
this beguiling memoir. * Anthony Burgess
The Quotable Hitchens Windsor Mann 2011-05-10 Includes never-before-collected quotes from the controversial bestselling author on hundreds of subjects--from atheism and alcoholism to Iraq and George Orwell.
Arguably Christopher Hitchens 2011-09-01 "All first-rate criticism first defines what we are confronting," the late, great
jazz critic Whitney Balliett once wrote. By that measure, the essays of Christopher Hitchens are in the first tier. For
nearly four decades, Hitchens has been telling us, in pitch-perfect prose, what we confront when we grapple with first
principles-the principles of reason and tolerance and skepticism that define and inform the foundations of our civilizationprinciples that, to endure, must be defended anew by every generation. "A short list of the greatest living
conversationalists in English," said The Economist, "would probably have to include Christopher Hitchens, Sir Patrick
Leigh-Fermor, and Sir Tom Stoppard. Great brilliance, fantastic powers of recall, and quick wit are clearly valuable in
sustaining conversation at these cosmic levels. Charm may be helpful, too." Hitchens-who staunchly declines all offers of
knighthood-hereby invites you to take a seat at a democratic conversation, to be engaged, and to be reasoned with. His
knowledge is formidable, an encyclopedic treasure, and yet one has the feeling, reading him, of hearing a person thinking
out loud, following the inexorable logic of his thought, wherever it might lead, unafraid to expose fraudulence, denounce
injustice, and excoriate hypocrisy. Legions of readers, admirers and detractors alike, have learned to read Hitchens with
something approaching awe at his felicity of language, the oxygen in every sentence, the enviable wit and his readiness,
even eagerness, to fight a foe or mount the ramparts. Here, he supplies fresh perceptions of such figures as varied as
Charles Dickens, Karl Marx, Rebecca West, George Orwell, J.G. Ballard, and Philip Larkin are matched in brilliance by his
pungent discussions and intrepid observations, gathered from a lifetime of traveling and reporting from such destinations
as Iran, China, and Pakistan. Hitchens's directness, elegance, lightly carried erudition, critical and psychological insight,
humor, and sympathy-applied as they are here to a dazzling variety of subjects-all set a standard for the essayist that has
rarely been matched in our time. What emerges from this indispensable volume is an intellectual self-portrait of a writer
with an exemplary steadiness of purpose and a love affair with the delights and seductions of the English language, a man
anchored in a profound and humane vision of the human longing for reason and justice.
Why Orwell Matters Christopher Hitchens 2008-08-06 "Hitchens presents a George Orwell fit for the twenty-first
century." --Boston Globe In this widely acclaimed biographical essay, the masterful polemicist Christopher Hitchens
assesses the life, the achievements, and the myth of the great political writer and participant George Orwell. True to his
contrarian style, Hitchens is both admiring and aggressive, sympathetic yet critical, taking true measure of his subject as
hero and problem. Answering both the detractors and the false claimants, Hitchens tears down the façade of sainthood
erected by the hagiographers and rebuts the critics point by point. He examines Orwell and his perspectives on fascism,
empire, feminism, and Englishness, as well as his outlook on America, a country and culture toward which he exhibited
much ambivalence. Whether thinking about empires or dictators, race or class, nationalism or popular culture, Orwell's
moral outlook remains indispensable in a world that has undergone vast changes in the seven decades since his death.
Combining the best of Hitchens' polemical punch and intellectual elegance in a tightly woven and subtle argument, this
book addresses not only why Orwell matters today, but how he will continue to matter in a future, uncertain world.
Hitch-22 Christopher Hitchens 2010-06-01 #1 New York Times bestselling author and finalist for the National Book
Award — one of the most admired and controversial public intellectuals of our time — shares his personal life story. Most
who have observed Christopher Hitchens over the years would agree that he possesses a ferocious intellect and is
unafraid to tackle the most contentious subjects. Now 60, English-born and American by adoption; all atheist and partly
Jewish; bohemian (even listing "drinking" along with "disputation" as "hobbies" in Who's Who), he has held to a consistent
thread of principle whether opposing war in Vietnam or supporting intervention in Iraq. As a foreign correspondent in
some of the world's nastiest places, a lecturer and teacher and an esteemed literary critic, Hitchens manifests a style that

is at once ironic, witty, and tough-minded. A legendary bon vivant with an unquenchable thirst for literature, he has
sometimes ridiculed those who claim that the personal is political, though he has often seemed to illustrate that very idea.
Readers will find that his own many opposites attract, as do his many sketches of friendship and ex-friendship, from
Martin Amis to Noam Chomsky. Condemned to be able to see both sides of any argument, Christopher Hitchens has
contradictions that contain their own multitudes.
Hitch-22 Christopher Hitchens 2011 The acid, hilarious, confessional and provocative memoirs of the bestselling author
of God is Not Great - a story of a life lived large.
Brief Candle in the Dark Richard Dawkins 2015-09-29 In this hugely entertaining sequel to the New York Times
bestselling memoir An Appetite for Wonder, Richard Dawkins delves deeply into his intellectual life spent kick-starting
new conversations about science, culture, and religion and writing yet another of the most audacious and widely read
books of the twentieth century—The God Delusion. Called “one of the best nonfiction writers alive today” (Stephen
Pinker) and a “prize-fighter” (Nature), Richard Dawkins cheerfully, mischievously, looks back on a lifetime of tireless
intellectual adventure and engagement. Exploring the halls of intellectual inquiry and stardom he encountered after the
publication of his seminal work, The Selfish Gene; affectionately lampooning the world of academia, publishing, and
television; and studding the pages with funny stories about the great men and women he’s known, Dawkins offers a
candid look at the events and ideas that encouraged him to shift his attention to the intersection of culture, religion, and
science. He also invites the reader to look more closely at the brilliant succession of ten influential books that grew
naturally out of his busy life, highlighting the ideas that connect them and excavating their origins. On the publication of
his tenth book, the smash hit, The God Delusion, a “resounding trumpet blast for truth” (Matt Ridley), Richard Dawkins
was catapulted from mere intellectual stardom into a circle of celebrity thinkers dubbed, “The New Atheists”—including
Christopher Hitchens, Sam Harris, and Daniel Dennett. Throughout A Brief Candle in the Dark, Dawkins shares with us
his infectious sense of wonder at the natural world, his enjoyment of the absurdities of human interaction, and his bracing
awareness of life’s brevity: all of which have made a deep imprint on our culture.
Love Affairs with Houses Bunny Williams 2019-04-16 “Her commentary on the origins, allure, and challenges of each
home reads like liner notes to a favorite album . . . she is in a class all her own.” —Flower In this story-filled monograph,
Bunny Williams presents new work through 15 houses she has decorated and loved. She tells the tale of each “affair,”
tracing the style of the spaces, what drew her to the projects, and her approach to decor that evolves with the lives of her
clients. She offers personal secrets for choosing classics—and for decorating with flexible pieces that can play more than
one role in a design scheme. Along the way, she offers many amazingly chic, but always comfortable, residences whose
interiors she has designed during the latest phase of her astounding career. As Bunny tells it, “The best pieces have the
best stories,” and in this book, she shows readers a fresh collection of projects that demonstrate just that. “A must-have
addition to any interior design enthusiast’s library.” —The Glam Pad
The War Against Cliche Martin Amis 2014-09-17 Is there anything that Martin Amis can’t write about? In this
virtuosic, career-spanning collection he takes on James Joyce and Elvis Presley, Nabokov and English football, Jane
Austen and Penthouse Forum, William Burroughs and Hillary Clinton. But above all, Amis is concerned with literature,
and with the deadly cliches–not only of the pen, but of the mind and the heart. In The War Against Cliché, Amis serves up
fresh assessments of the classics and plucks neglected masterpieces off their dusty shelves. He tilts with Cervantes,
Dickens and Milton, celebrates Bellow, Updike and Elmore Leonard, and deflates some of the most bloated reputations of
the past three decades. On every page Amis writes with jaw-dropping felicity, wit, and a subversive brilliance that sheds
new light on everything he touches.
The Christopher Hitchens 4-Book Collection Christopher Hitchens 2013-12-10 "Christopher Hitchens is the greatest
essayist in the English language." —Christopher Buckley Christopher Hitchens has long been considered on of the most
compelling and intelligent writers and orators on our time. In this four-volume eBook bundle, no subject is left
unconsidered in Hitchens's hands: from the case against god and religion in God Is Not Great; to various "Amusements,
Annoyances, and Disappointments" in Arguably -- the Ten Commandments, the concept of "funny"; from a memoir tracing
his storied life in Hitch-22 to a raw and honest meditation on life and death in Mortality, his last book before his death in
2011. Provocative and perceptive, unabashed and polemical, The Christopher Hitchens 4-Book Ebook Collection is the
essential reader for any Hitchens fan. GOD IS NOT GREAT: HOW RELIGION POISONS EVERYTHING HITCH-22: A
MEMOIR ARGUABLY: ESSAYS MORTALITY
Love, Poverty, and War Christopher Hitchens 2004-11-24 "I did not, I wish to state, become a journalist because there
was no other ‘profession' that would have me. I became a journalist because I did not want to rely on newspapers for
information." Love, Poverty and War: Journeys and Essays showcases America's leading polemicist's rejection of
consensus and cliché, whether he's reporting from abroad in Indonesia, Kurdistan, Iraq, North Korea, or Cuba, or when
his pen is targeted mercilessly at the likes of William Clinton, Mother Theresa ("a fanatic, a fundamentalist and a fraud"),
the Dalai Lama, Noam Chomsky, Mel Gibson and Michael Bloomberg. Hitchens began the nineties as a "darling of the
left" but has become more of an "unaffiliated radical" whose targets include those on the "left," who he accuses of
"fudging" the issue of military intervention in the Balkans, Afghanistan and Iraq. Yet, as Hitchens shows in his reportage,
cultural and literary criticism, and opinion essays from the last decade, he has not jumped ship and joined the right but is
faithful to the internationalist, contrarian and democratic ideals that have always informed his work.
Mortality Christopher Hitchens 2012-09-04 On June 8, 2010, while on a book tour for his bestselling memoir, Hitch-22,
Christopher Hitchens was stricken in his New York hotel room with excruciating pain in his chest and thorax. As he would

later write in the first of a series of award-winning columns for Vanity Fair, he suddenly found himself being deported
"from the country of the well across the stark frontier that marks off the land of malady." Over the next eighteen months,
until his death in Houston on December 15, 2011, he wrote constantly and brilliantly on politics and culture, astonishing
readers with his capacity for superior work even in extremis. Throughout the course of his ordeal battling esophageal
cancer, Hitchens adamantly and bravely refused the solace of religion, preferring to confront death with both eyes open.
In this riveting account of his affliction, Hitchens poignantly describes the torments of illness, discusses its taboos, and
explores how disease transforms experience and changes our relationship to the world around us. By turns personal and
philosophical, Hitchens embraces the full panoply of human emotions as cancer invades his body and compels him to
grapple with the enigma of death. MORTALITY is the exemplary story of one man's refusal to cower in the face of the
unknown, as well as a searching look at the human predicament. Crisp and vivid, veined throughout with penetrating
intelligence, Hitchens's testament is a courageous and lucid work of literature, an affirmation of the dignity and worth of
man.
The Trial of Henry Kissinger Christopher Hitchens 2002 Calling upon personal testimony and documents released under
the Freedom of Information Act, chronicles the life of Henry Kissinger, linking him to events including the war in
Indochina and genocide in East Timor.
Unhitched Richard Seymour 2013-01-16 Irascible and forthright, Christopher Hitchens stood out as a man determined to
do just that. In his younger years, a career-minded socialist, he emerged from the smoke of 9/11 a neoconservative
“Marxist,” an advocate of America’s invasion of Iraq filled with passionate intensity. Throughout his life, he played the
role of universal gadfly, whose commitment to the truth transcended the party line as well as received wisdom. But how
much of this was imposture? In this highly critical study, Richard Seymour casts a cold eye over the career of the “Hitch”
to uncover an intellectual trajectory determined by expediency and a fetish for power. As an orator and writer, Hitchens
offered something unique and highly marketable. But for all his professed individualism, he remains a recognizable
historical type—the apostate leftist. Unhitched presents a rewarding and entertaining case study, one that is also a
cautionary tale for our times.
Hitch 22 Christopher Hitchens 2011-04-01 Christopher Hitchens traces his journey from a Portsmouth military family to
Balliol College, and a career as a public intellectual, wit and controversialist. He provides vivid accounts of his friendships
and famous feuds, as well as his attacks on Mother Teresa and the Almighty Himself.
Places of Mind Timothy Brennan 2021-03-23 A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice The first comprehensive
biography of the most influential, controversial, and celebrated Palestinian intellectual of the twentieth century As
someone who studied under Edward Said and remained a friend until his death in 2003, Timothy Brennan had
unprecedented access to his thesis adviser’s ideas and legacy. In this authoritative work, Said, the pioneer of postcolonial
studies, a tireless champion for his native Palestine, and an erudite literary critic, emerges as a self-doubting, tender,
eloquent advocate of literature’s dramatic effects on politics and civic life. Charting the intertwined routes of Said’s
intellectual development, Places of Mind reveals him as a study in opposites: a cajoler and strategist, a New York
intellectual with a foot in Beirut, an orchestra impresario in Weimar and Ramallah, a raconteur on national television, a
Palestinian negotiator at the State Department, and an actor in films in which he played himself. Brennan traces the Arab
influences on Said’s thinking along with his tutelage under Lebanese statesmen, off-beat modernist auteurs, and New
York literati, as Said grew into a scholar whose influential writings changed the face of university life forever. With both
intimidating brilliance and charm, Said melded these resources into a groundbreaking and influential countertradition of
radical humanism, set against the backdrop of techno-scientific dominance and religious war. With unparalleled clarity,
Said gave the humanities a new authority in the age of Reaganism, one that continues today. Drawing on the testimonies
of family, friends, students, and antagonists alike, and aided by FBI files, unpublished writings, and Said's drafts of novels
and personal letters, Places of Mind synthesizes Said’s intellectual breadth and influence into an unprecedented,
intimate, and compelling portrait of one of the great minds of the twentieth century.
Inside Story Martin Amis 2020-10-27 An autobiographical novel that’s a tender, witty exploration of the hardest
questions: how to live, how to grieve, and how to die—from “the Mick Jagger of literature ... Amis is the most dazzling
prose stylist in post-war British fiction” (The Daily Telegraph). “[A] charismatic compound of fact and fiction ... Martin
Amis has retained the power to surprise.” —Parul Sehgal, The New York Times This novel had its birth in the death of
Martin Amis's closest friend, the incomparable Christopher Hitchens, and it is within that profound and sprawling
friendship that Inside Story unfurls. From their early days as young magazine staffers in London, reviewing romantic
entanglements and the latest literary gossip (not to mention ideas, books, and where to lunch), Hitch was Amis's wingman
and adviser, especially in the matter of the alluringly amoral Phoebe Phelps—an obsession Amis must somehow put
behind him if he is ever to find love, marriage, a plausible run at happiness. Other figures competing as Amis's main
influencers are his literary fathers—Kingsley, of course; his hero Saul Bellow; the weirdly self-finessing poet Philip
Larkin—and his significant literary mothers, including Iris Murdoch and Elizabeth Jane Howard. Moving among these
greats to set his own path, he winds up surveying the horrors of the twentieth century, and the still-unfolding impact of
the 9/11 attacks on the twenty-first—and considers what all of this has taught him about how to live and how to be a
writer. The result is a love letter to life—and to the people in his life—that achieves a new level of confidentiality with his
readers, giving us the previously unseen portrait of his extraordinary world.
Blood, Class and Empire Christopher Hitchens 2009-04-24 Since the end of the Cold War so-called experts have been
predicting the eclipse of America's "special relationship" with Britain. But as events have shown, especially in the wake of

9/11, the political and cultural ties between America and Britain have grown stronger. Blood, Class and Empire examines
the dynamics of this relationship, its many cultural manifestations—the James Bond series, PBS "brit Kitsch," Rudyard
Kipling—and explains why it still persists. Contrarian, essayist and polemicist Christopher Hitchens notes that while the
relationship is usually presented as a matter of tradition, manners, and common culture, sanctified by wartime alliance,
the special ingredient is empire; transmitted from an ancien regime that has tried to preserve and renew itself thereby.
England has attempted to play Greece to the American Rome, but ironically having encouraged the United States to
become an equal partner in the business of empire, Britain found itself supplanted.
Hitch-22 Christopher Hitchens 2010-06-02 "The life story of one of the most admired and controversial public
intellectuals of our time"--Provided by publisher.
Long Live Hitch Christopher Hitchens 2012-12-15 Three of the most provocative and thought-provoking works of the
great Christopher Hitchens, now available in one volume. god Is Not Great This provocative international bestseller is the
ultimate case against religion. In a series of acute readings of the major religious texts, Christopher Hitchens
demonstrates the ways in which religion is man-made, dangerously sexually repressive and distorts the very origins of the
cosmos. Above all, Hitchens argues that the concept of an omniscient God has profoundly damaged humanity, and
proposes that the world might be a great deal better off without 'him'. Hitch-22 The hilarious and provocative bestselling
memoirs of our greatest contrarian are by turns, moving and funny, charming and infuriating, enraging and inspiring. It
is an indispensable companion to the life and thought of our pre-eminent political writer. Arguably For forty years,
Christopher Hitchens was at the epicentre of the battle of letters in Britain & America. Throughout his life he shone the
light of reason and truth into the eyes of charlatans and hucksters, exposing falsehood and decrying hypocrisy wherever
he found it. Arguably collects Hitchens' writing on politics, literature and religion when he was at the zenith of his career.
Christopher Hitchens: The Last Interview Christopher Hitchens 2017-12-05 “If someone says I’m doing this out of faith, I
say, Why don’t you do it out of conviction?” —CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS One of his generation’s greatest public
intellectuals, and perhaps its fiercest, Christopher Hitchens was a brilliant interview subject. This collection—which
spans from his early prominence as a hero of the Left to his controversial support for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
toward the end of his life— showcases Hitch’s trademark wit on subjects as diverse as his mistrust of the media, his love
of literature, his dislike of the Clintons, and his condemnation of all things religious. Beginning with an introduction and
tribute from his longtime friend Stephen Fry, this collection culminates in Hitchens’s fearless final interview with Richard
Dawkins, which shows a man as unafraid of death as he was of everything in life.
And Yet... Christopher Hitchens 2016-10-25 "This collection of essays brings together some of the finest pieces Hitchens
published over the last two decades for the first time in one book, addressing with characteristic wit and erudition the
subjects he is best known for, including: the case against God, faith and religious observance; the case for intervention in
Iraq; indictments of towering political figures like Bill and Hillary Clinton, Tony Blair, and Henry Kissinger; and
celebrations of the writers and thinkers whose work meant most to him"--
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